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My Mother’s Yellow Summer Shirt 
 

The only of her clothes I remember from those years 

the top was short, and faded to a near-white weightless shade that 

Yeats might have been describing when he said the moon  

(also worn) looked washed by time’s waters as they rose and fell—  

but just a shirt, the one she chose for those days defining hot 
or summer afternoon, cicadas at a pitch and windows  

wide, like the senses, to the sting of stillness, ice cubes clinking  

in aluminum cups if you drank quickly enough,  

the yellow shirt alone revealing how her body felt the scalding 

sun, while some scaffolding of tension had fallen for the season,  

the wooden ladder to the attic pulled from a hanging string  

and unfolded into the garage so we could climb to that hot heaven  

for the camp trunks, or put them back, her lightest armor  

not defining her so much as defining one small thing in which  

she had a history of trust, comfort, and loyalty. The only one.  
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Growing Bored with the Ascetic’s Poems 
 

I turn to the translators’ notes.  
 

10. When she plays her lute beneath the moon: In the town of 
Liezi, there is a story of a wandering singer named Han’e who was 
selling her singing on the street in the kingdom of Qi. Even after she 
left, the resounding tune of her voice was heard for three days. 
Hanshan calls it three months.  
 

44. nine heavens: The center and eight directions of the sky.  
 

54. “Don’t keep a swallow nest at your house”: Meaning that the 
intimacy of the swallow pair may make you lonelier.   
 

89. six arts: Ritual, music, archery, horse riding, calligraphy, and 
algebra. 
 

95. hunch back: Literally “bee waste,”: a technical term describing a 
fault of the poetic structure…skinny legs: Literally “crane knees,” a 
fault like the one above. 
 

152. Because the finger points, I see the moon: Seems to be a 
reference to a Buddhist metaphor. 
 

163. Greedy and randy: Seems to be a Buddhist phrase. 
 

183. mugwort grows out of your skull: Seems to be a Buddhist 
image. 
 

185. naked insect: A human being. 
 

240. dusty world: A world full of desire and delusion.  
 
 

From The Complete Cold Mountain: Poems of the Legendary 
Hermit Hanshan. Translated by Kazuaki Tanahashi & Peter Levitt 
(Shambala Publications, 2018).  


